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prepositions
In an uninflected language like ours these are ubiquitous,
and it is quite impossible to write tolerably without a full
knowledge, conscious or unconscious} of their uses. Misuse of
' them, however, does not often result in what may be called in
the fullest sense blunders of syntax, but mostly in offences
against idiom. It is often impossible to convince a writer
that the preposition he has used is a wrong one, because
there is no reason in the nature of things, in logic, or in
the principles of universal grammar (whichever way it may
be put), why that preposition should not give the desired
meaning as clearly as the one that we tell him he should
have used. Idioms are special forms of speech that for
some reason, often inscrutable, have proved congenial to the
instinct of a particular language. To neglect them shows
a writer, however good a logician he may be, to be no linguist
—condemns him, from that point of view, more clearly than
grammatical blunders themselves. But though the subject of
prepositions is thus very important, the idioms in which they
appear are so multitudinous that it is hopeless to attempt
giving more than the scantiest selection; this may at least
put writers on their guard. Usages of this sort cannot be
acquired from dictionaries and grammars, still less from
a treatise like the present, not pretending to be exhaustive;
good reading with the idiomatic eye open is essential. We
give a few examples of what to avoid
i. After adjectives and adverbs.
Another stroke of palsy soon rendered Sir Sampson unconscious even
to the charms of Grizzy's conversation.—S. FERRIER.
Being oblivious to the ill feeling it would be certain to engender.—
Cheltenham Examiner*
To me it is incredible that the British people, who own one-half of the
world's sea-going ships, should be so oblivious to the manner in which...
—Times.
Insensible to, but unconscious of; indifferent to, but oblivious of

